
Equal marriage: Church’s submission
“erroneous”, says lawyer
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The Church of England's failure to distinguish between social, religious and legal institutions of
marriage "confuses the issues" according to a legal opinion obtained by the National Secular
Society about the Church's controversial response to the Government's consultation on equal
marriage. The consultation has just closed.

The NSS has sent the opinion, written by barrister and human rights expert Dr Ronan McCrea to
Equalities Minister Lynne Featherstone.

Dr McCrea also questions the Church of England's other key claim underpinning its submission:
that a challenge to the prohibition on religious bodies performing same sex marriages may be
successfully challenged in the European Court of Human Rights. He points out: "Any successful
court challenge would apply only to those denominations that wished to carry out same sex
marriages. As an organisation opposed to same sex marriage, the Church of England would be
unaffected."

Keith Porteous Wood, executive director of the NSS, added: "The evident desperation of some of
the Church hierarchy to prevent same sex marriage at all costs has led them to put forward
disingenuous and specious arguments in the form of manifestly false legal arguments. They have
done so in the name of the whole Church, when it is well known that some in the hierarchy and
probably the majority of those in the pews do not oppose same sex marriage.

"The Church has now added 'obstruction to democracy' to the long list of arguments in favour of
disestablishment. To argue that the proposed change is inconsistent with continuing establishment
is a foolish overplaying of the Church's hand. Given that less than 2%, and falling, of the population
are in CofE pews on a normal Sunday, the Church's tenuous claim for continued establishment is
already weak. But it is damaged irreparably by the barely disguised threat that establishment can
bind the Government's hands from making democratic decisions, particularly those giving greater
human rights."

Read the formal critique of the Church of the England's submission in full (pdf).
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Disestablish the Church of England

A state religion has no place in a 21st century democracy.

Read More

LGBT rights

Religion is no excuse for homophobia.

Read More
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Thanks, but no thanks: the US can keep its culture war

American efforts to export regressive religious views under the guise of the 'culture war' are to be
resisted, argues... Read More »

Homophobic churches and liberal states make for unhappy
bedfellows

Parliament should begin the process of disestablishment rather than try to fix the Church of
England, argues Stephen... Read More »

Parliament’s rift with the Church shows the need to separate
religion and state

MPs dismayed over the Church of England's position on homosexuality are pushing for legislation
to permit the Church... Read More »

Bill to allow same-sex marriage in Church of England to be
tabled
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An MP will seek to introduce a bill next week to permit same-sex marriages to be performed by
willing Church of England... Read More »

MPs grill CofE over same sex marriage stance

Members of parliament have criticised the Church of England's continued refusal to hold same sex
marriages.

Yesterday... Read More »
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